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 One special year deserves 
another. After Strat-O-Matic helped 
make 2020 bearable for shut-ins who 
endured months without live sports, 
the game company celebrates its 
60th anniversary in 2021 with its 
largest line of new-product offerings 
ever.
 The lingering pandemic will 
cost Strat diehards what could have 
been a blow-out Opening Day at 
company headquarters in Glen 
Head, NY, but all Strat fans will be 
able to enjoy baseball in more ways 
than ever this year.
 After pre-orders begin Jan. 26, 
the Strat season officially launches 
when shipping starts on Feb. 19. The 
celebratory fireworks will continue 
all year, with as-yet-undisclosed 
surprise offerings each month. 

  Stocking up on Strat-O-Matic 
Baseball has never been easier or 
smarter. Strat-O-Matic is offering 
sharp discounts to those who want 
to take advantage of the company’s 
largest new product line ever.
 Smart gamers can make the 
most of this shopping season by 
keeping these tips in mind: Shop early. 
Combine purchases in a single order.
 Strat-O-Matic will begin taking 
pre-orders on Jan. 26. Experienced 
gamers know that buying on that day 
gets them to the front of the line when 
shipping begins Feb. 19.
 That is extra important this year 
as the nation recovers from COVID-19. 
To protect SOM employees and the 
eager gamers who would ordinarily 
await in a long line, there will be no 
in-person Opening Day this year for 
the first time in more than 50 years. 
For those who must make an in-person 
purchase, you will have to wait two 
weeks, until March 5, when no lines 
are anticipated. 
 

 

Read about all of these in 

this edition of the Strat-O-

Matic News:

60th  ANNIVERSARY

BASEBALL BONANZA

2020 SEASON

Hall of Fame 2021 for Windows 

1972 Season

Career Historical 2021 for Windows 

1956 SEASON

Baseball Daily 2021 

HEROES III

Draft 2 Teams and the Predictor 

:Dynamite 2000s:

The Red Box 

Wear Ware 

Negro Leagues for Windows 

• Traditional set based on 60-game MLB season
• “Imagined” set blending 60-game stats with 102-

game projected stats

Updated with the latest inductees
plus, for the first time, Frank Grant is included

Updated with Super Advanced features

Every player ever! 
Updated with the newest players

Updated with Super Advanced features

Returns for a new Major League season

117 stars based on their best seven seasons

For the first time, both apps ready for MLB’s 
Opening Day

Baseball 365 Mystery Game 
with players from 2000 decade

Limited-supply replica of the 
classic SOM game box

New SOM Alpha Hat and 60th Anniversary 
T-shirt for SOM gamers to dress smartly

1918, 1928, 1943

Pre-orders begin Jan. 26. 
Shipping begins Feb. 19

cont. on page 6

cont. on page 4

Help Celebrate SOM’s
60th Anniversary

Shop Smart
Get the Goods Early and 
Save Cash Doing So
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 With so many other attractive options offered by Strat-O-
Matic this year, it may be easy to lose sight of the fact that the 
most recent Major League season always has been the hobby’s 
No. 1 attraction. Even as weird as the 2020 MLB season was, 
it has much to recommend to replayers and SOM’s imaginative 
fans.
 This time, after recent frustration in Los Angeles, we saw a 
Dodgers world champion, the first since 1988. This LA squad won 
at an overpowering .717 clip, then mowed down four foes in the 
post-season. Can you beat them with any other team?
 Maybe the Tampa Bay Rays deserve another shot in your 
tabletop World Series. Can you be anywhere near as fine a 
manager as Kevin Cash, who coaxed 40 regular-season wins and 
three post-season series victories from a team lacking a superstar 
or dynamic offense?
 Fernando Tatis Jr., Juan Soto, Shane Bieber and Liam 
Hendriks entered the game’s circle of elite players. Veterans Jose 

Abreu and Freddie Freeman hit better than ever and better than 
anyone, winning MVP awards. Reliable stars Mike Trout, Mookie 
Betts, D.J. LeMahieu and Jose Ramirez had jaw-dropping seasons 
again. Can anyone hit Trevor Bauer, the Cy Young winner with 
a 0.795 WHIP? New stars like home-run champ Luke Voit and 
unbeaten left-hander Max Fried should enliven league drafts and 
stock-team play. Are they shooting stars or nova?
 Then there’s the uniqueness of the 2020 season, with its 60-
game schedule, its 7-inning games in doubleheaders, its “phantom” 
runners at second base to start extra innings and its three-batter 
minimums for pitchers. 
 Ironically, the 60-game season may offer many gamers their 
best chance ever to complete a full replay. Strat-O-Matic’s carded 
players, including many players with fewer at-bats and innings 
pitched than usual, will be the closest to an as-played roster the 
board game has ever offered.
 For a tighter challenge, get to know 16 teams well by 
replaying the expanded post-season. 
 In addition, play Strat-O-Matic’s breakthrough 2020 
Imagined set with stats projected to a full 162 games.
 As always with Strat-O-Matic, you are the manager, the 
general manager and the owner. This time also be the commissioner 
setting the rules as you would have played them. It’s all good. It’s 
all for fun.

 
          
          
          
          
          
          
 Since Strat-O-Matic’s dramatic fall announcement that it 
would be producing not one, but two, versions of the 2020 Major 
League Baseball season, gamers have been imagining what the 
unique “2020 Imagined” ratings would look like.
 Any day now, Strat-O-Matic will post the Imagined basic 
statistics for each player on its website. Then, you will be able to 
compare those to the actual statistics each player achieved in the 
60-game season.
 Anticipating your questions, Strat-O-Matic provides these 
answers:
• Yes, both versions of the 2020 season will be available in card 
form, for the Windows game and for the online Baseball 365.
• Yes, the “top-of-the-card” ratings (fielding, running, pitcher 
endurance, etc.) will be the same in both sets. The only rating that 
will be different is stealing, updated for the player’s new statistics.
• No, the projections in the Imagined set are not merely the player’s 
60-game stats pro-rated to 162 games. Instead, the Imagined stats 
blend the actual 60-game performance with projections for the 
missing 102 games. Those projections are based both on how the 
player was doing so far and on his career trajectory established in 

recent seasons, and/or for a player his age. In this way, extreme 
actual performances in 2020 will more resemble the player’s 
statistical norms.
• There is demand for both sets, based on thousands of responses 
to Strat-O-Matic’s survey of its baseball-buying customers.
 “By offering our customers two versions of 2020 baseball, 
Strat-O-Matic believes we are giving everyone the opportunity to 
play our board and computer games to their satisfaction,” Strat-
O-Matic founder Hal Richman said. “Both are going to be fun and 
the survey tells us that most customers will want both sets to capture 
and experiment with the historic nature of the 2020 season.”
 Money-wise gamers will take note that the sharp discounts 
Strat-O-Matic is offering for buying both sets are available only 
through April 1. Buying both card sets, including the additional 
players, will cost only $99 instead of $124 – more than a 20 
percent discount.
 Collectors can anticipate that both sets will be in shorter-
than-usual supply. The one-year uniqueness of each will create 
further scarcity in the secondary market, where Strat-O-Matic card 
sets tend to sell for higher-than-retail prices once they are sold out 
at the game company.

2020 Had Its Moments; 
Now It’s Your Turn

What You Need to Know: 
2020 Imagined Baseball
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 You have been anxious to know how 
Strat-O-Matic’s Windows game will handle 
Major League Baseball’s make-up-the-rules-
as-we-go 2020 season. Though the season 
was only 60 games, roster limits, the injury 
list, the schedule and in-game rules evolved 
as baseball adapted to afflictions from the 
pandemic.
 Happily, Strat-O-Matic has adapted, 
too, rising to the challenge with Baseball 
2021. You will need this version of the 
Windows game to play with the seasons for 
2020, 1972, 1956, Heroes III, the updated 
Baseball Daily, Hall of Fame and Career 
Historical sets and the Negro League 
Seasons for 1918, 1928 and 1943. 
 You also need this version to play 
baseball as the Major Leagues did it in 
2020.
 You have the option to use the new 
rules or not. If you do, you choose to play 
“2020 Rules Changes – Originally Planned” 
or “2020 Rules Changes – Actually Used.”
 “Originally Planned” is designed for 
use with the add-on 2020 Imagined season, 
but also can be used with the traditional 
2020 rosters that come standard with 
Baseball 2021.
 In this universe, Strat-O-Matic 

supports the original roster limits (28 to 
begin the season and 26 later) and the new 
7/10/15/60-day injury lists. It also enforces 
the three-batter minimum for pitchers. (As in 
MLB, the minimum is ignored if the pitcher 
gets the final out of an inning.)
 “Actually Used” is designed for 
use with the 60-game version of the 2020 
season that comes standard with Baseball 
2021. Whether playing in regular style 
or as-played style, it will give you the 
experience of the way MLB mutated in 
2020. Get the actual schedule changes 
that occurred in 2020. Play not only with 
the three-batter minimum, but the rule 
putting a man at second base to start extra 
innings and the seven-inning games for 
doubleheaders played after Aug. 1. Then 
enjoy the expanded, 16-team post-season 
with its unconventional qualifiers, seeding 
and schedule. For as-played projects, use 
the Automatic Transactions to deliver the 
unique roster moves forced by COVID 
injury lists.
 “Adding support for 7-inning games 
represented a significant change to the 
game engine because it touched on so many 
areas of the program,” Strat-O-Matic’s 
Help file explains.  “For one example, while 
the closer is typically brought in for the 
9th inning, for these games the computer 
manager had to know that the closer needs 
to be brought in for the 7th inning.”
 SOM even reworked its stats 
package to support the 7-inning games, but 
adds this caution: “However, certain areas 

of the program (notably the play-by-play 
and game stories) cannot be supported.  
Our game has over 100,000 lines of play-
by-play that has been built up over the 
past 30-years, and it’s simply not possible 
to review and rework that much text.  We 
recommend against using Play-By-Play and 
Game Stories when playing these special 
7-inning games.”
 Accommodating 2020’s eccentricities 
might have been expected to consume all 
of Strat-O-Matic’s development time for 
Baseball 2021, but the game company did 
more. It is especially proud of enriching the 
game-play experience with “the staggering 
total of 20,000 new play-by-play accounts 
added to the game by Ren Petrie.” 
 The detail educates and entertains. 
For example: 

Now batting Tommy Henrich
“Old Reliable” led the A.L. in triples with 
13 in 1947

and

The popular power-hitting Carl Yastrzemski 
is stepping up to the plate
Carl plays those Green Monster caroms so 
well on defense...
 
There’s more. Check out the game’s Help 
File for the list of conveniences, bug fixes 
and data corrections in Baseball 2021.

Pandemic Baseball? 
Strat-O-Matic Has a Remedy 
in its Windows Game 

Can You Solve SOM’s Mystery?
Take Your Chances with Decade 2000 Players
 Play with dynamite.
 Blow up your competition or blow 
your season with your strategy choosing 
players and managing a salary cap in 
Baseball 365’s dynamic new player set, 
“Dynamite 2000s.”
 For the first time in seven years, Strat-
O-Matic is introducing a new ‘mystery card’ 
player set to its online audience who draft 
players, set computer-manager instructions, 
then get overnight results of a new three-
game series over a two-month span 
competing in a 6, 12 or 24-team full-season 
league.

 Since Strat-O-Matic announced the 
new mystery card player set two weeks ago, 
excitement has been high for adventurous 
gamers who will match drafting, salary-
management and game-strategy techniques 
against like-minded gamers who want 
competition without the certainty of 20-20 
hindsight on player stats.
 In the mystery card player sets, 
competitors know that when they draft a 
player, they could be getting any of five cards 
representing that man’s actual seasons. 
Some might be superstar performances; 

some might be merely good; some might be 
duds. 
 In this case the player pool is 960 
players who had at least three of those 
seasons in the 2000 decade of Major 
League Baseball. There are enough big fish 

cont. on page 7
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 Early responders will get first crack at the limited-edition Classic Red Baseball Game Box (the replica of the fan-favorite SOM 
Baseball box). There is a limit of five purchases per customer, while supplies last.
 

No Strat cards would be prouder than to be stored in this commemorative, Exact replica of this fan-favorite Strat-O-Matic Baseball game box. For just $12, show off your stature as a bona fideStrat fan when you pull out this dandy to play games. It’s a timeless classic, but this time, it’s alimited-edition release, destined to become a collectible. So, no more than five to a customer.

cont. from page 1 

 
 
 

 Every game and every season of 
Strat-O-Matic Baseball is won and lost 
because of a series of decisions, large and 
small. 
 Who should be your starting pitcher 
in this hitter-friendly park? Who should 
pinch-hit against lefthanders? Who should 
bat third in the lineup? Sixth? Does this 
trade do enough to help me? Even at the 
end of the season, the questions never end 
and decisions must be made on the best 
information available.
 Strat-O-Matic’s Baseball Ratings 
Book is the best information you can find. 
It is the only guide with the official data 
from Strat-O-Matic. The only guide with all 
the carded and computer-only players. No 
other source provides as many ratings.

 Experienced gamers talk about 
“chances” of getting on base, hitting a 
homer or other results. These charts give 
you that information at a glance, saving 
you hours of number crunching. It’s the 
detail you need to decide who should play, 
who to draft or trade and what strategy to 
use.
 When you roll three dice, there are 
216 possible result combinations, 108 on 
the pitcher’s card and 108 on the hitter’s 
card. Each column has 36 chances. You 
might look at the 2-12 listed results on a card 
and ask, “How can that happen when each 
column only shows 11 results?” The answer, 
of course, is that the 2-12 positions do not 
have equal value. The only way to get a 2 
result is by rolling snake-eyes, so a homer on 
the 2 position has only one chance in 216 
of happening. A homer on a 7 position has 
six chances in 216 of happening. Counting 
chances is further complicated when you 
consider lefty-righty combinations and split 

chances.
 The charts from a past season below 
show how the Ratings Book does the number 
crunching for you. If you have a runner on 
first and you want to know the chances of 
a double play, you see that Grace has 22 
chances of a double play against a lefty 
pitcher, and Orosco has 4 double-play 
chances against a lefthanded batter. Add 
them and you get 26 out of 216 chances for 
a double play in the situation. Do you stick 
with Grace? With the Ratings Guide, you 
can make an informed decision.
 The charts even show such ratings 
as ballpark homerun chances (BP), clutch, 
hold and endurance, as well as complete 
fielding data for all of each player’s rated 
positions.
 The physical and digital ratings 
guides for the 2020 season will be released 
this week. In addition, a digital ratings guide 
will be available for the 2020 Imagined 
season.

Win More Games With 
The Baseball Ratings Book

cont. on next page 
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 Eager gamers will be rewarded financially, too. The generous discounts for select combo products last only through April 1. 
That is true for 2020 season products and the 1972 and 1956 season Windows/Cards purchases. The savings are big:

 
 

  Recapping the dates:

Jan. 26 … First day for first-come, first-served pre-orders.
Feb. 19 … SOM begins shipping pre-orders

March 5 … First day for in-person pickups (not encouraged)
April 1 … Last day for discounts on combo purchases 

cont. from last page 
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 The chant from the Strat-O-Matic 
grandstand grows louder each year: 
“More Heroes!”
 Here they come: 117 stars from 
across baseball history in Strat-O-Matic’s 
Heroes III collection. 
 Second in popularity only to the 
Hall of Fame set among SOM’s specialty 
sets, the Heroes series debuted in 2010. 
That first printing sold out swiftly. The same 
thing happened with Heroes II in 2016.
 Like its predecessors, Heroes III has 
stars based on their seven best seasons, 
making them compatible with the Hall of 
Fame set. In fact, each Heroes set has 
showcased future Hall of Fame players and 
Heroes III will be no exception, with such 
all-time greats as Ichiro Suzuki and Albert 
Pujols.
 Pujols – yes, for the first time, a 
Heroes set will include several players not 
yet retired. These are players who almost 
certainly have already had the best seven 
seasons of their careers. In Pujols’ case, 
his first 10 seasons were all Hall-of-Fame 
caliber.

 

 And, while each Heroes set 
represents star players from several eras 
of Major League Baseball, Heroes III will 
contain a few more Dead Ball players than 
usual. It’s time to appreciate outfielders 
Sherry Magee and Bobby Veach, second 
baseman Larry Doyle and fire-balling 
pitcher Smokey Joe Wood, among others.  
 Heroes sets have enough players at 
each position for at least four full teams. 

 

That’s one way to enjoy them. Gamers also 
love combining Heroes sets or adding those 
players to such other specialty sets as the 
Hall of Fame and the Negro League Stars. 
 If you have not yet known the thrill 
of using these players, the time to do so 
never has been better. Here is the Heroes 
III player list. Start your imagination.

Crowd-Pleaser:
Heroes III Set on the Way

 
 But already, gamers will recognize 
how special this year is with these 
February explosions:
•Not one, but two versions of the 2020 
Major League season, a traditional set and 
a 2020 Imagined set.
•Baseball 2021, the Windows game now 
equipped to play with all the new rules 
used by MLB in 2020. 
•Not one, but two classic seasons updated 
with Super Advanced features: 1956 and 
1972. Mickey Mantle’s Triple Crown and 
the start of the Oakland A’s dynasty.
•Heroes III, a 117-player set of superstars, 
released a year ahead of schedule.
•“Dynamite 2000s”, a tantalizing new 
new mystery card player set for the ever-
more-popular online Baseball 365.
•Three new Negro League seasons for 
the Windows game, helping to support the 
Negro League Museum in Kansas City.

•Updated rosters for the Hall of Fame and 
Career Historical sets.
•Wear it: Dress your new cards in a 
limited-edition replica of SOM’s original 
red box and outfit yourself with the 60th 
anniversary T-shirt and new SOM Alpha 
Hat.
•Then, when MLB begins its 2021 season 
on April 1, a new Baseball Daily game 
and updated Predictor and Draft 2 Teams 
apps.
 These as-you-like-it choices and 
more trace Strat-O-Matic’s history back to 
its humble beginnings in 1961, when Hal 
Richman began marketing the baseball 
game he created as an 11-year-old. 
 Take this time travel tour via the 
new Strat Baseball lineup: Begin with a 
commemorative, limited-edition replica 
of the game’s classic red box. SOM’s 
creations of contemporary seasons 
propelled the game to No. 1 in its field, 

cemented with lefty-righty and other 
Advanced features in 1972. Re-creations of 
pre-1960s seasons began in 1982 with the 
release of 1956 in its original form. SOM’s 
computer era began in the mid-‘80s. Super 
Advanced features, such as ballpark 
effects, followed in the later ‘80s. The ‘90s 
brought Windows technology. The 2000s 
introduced online Strat-O-Matic and such 
instantly popular specialty collections as 
the Hall of Fame and Career Historical 
sets. Heroes and Negro League product 
lines debuted in the early 2010s. Then, 
as that decade closed and the 2020s 
began, Strat-O-Matic innovated with its 
dynamic Baseball Daily game and guided 
its fans into the app universe with the 
revolutionary Card Viewer, Predictor, and 
Draft 2 Teams.
 The time never has been better to 
appreciate this hobby and all who share it.
Be well. Play well.

cont. from page 1
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 Revel in baseball history and Strat-
O-Matic history at the same time with the 
latest classic seasons on the way: 1956 and 
1972.
 The company’s extensive time travel 
into pre-1961 baseball seasons began with 
its re-creation of 1956. That happened 
following the strike-shortened Major League 
season in 1981, when SOM founder Hal 
Richman knew he needed to offer gamers 
an alternative to a season that left many 
fans with a bitter taste.
 Fast forward 40 years and another 
shortened MLB season begs for an 
alternative. How appropriate that gamers 
now can acquire the long-sold-out 1956 
updated with ballpark effects, clutch hitting, 
pitcher hold ratings and all the latest Super 
Advanced features. 
 Double the fun: Strat-O-Matic also is 
updating its long-sold-out 1972 season in 
the continuation of its immensely popular 
series revisiting the 1970s.
 Both seasons offer an education in 
baseball history and endless fun that Strat-
O-Matic delivers best in its addictively 
entertaining board and Windows games.

Twice the Fun: 
1956 and 1972 Baseball Sets  There were plenty of good reasons to make 

this Strat-O-Matic’s first retro season. Mickey Man-
tle, the most popular star of all, had his best season, 
leading not just the American League but all the Ma-
jors in the Triple Crown categories (.353-52-130). 
Rarer still: Don Larsen pitched the only perfect game 
in World Series history as the New York Yankees 
won the championship while avenging the previous 
year’s World Series loss to the Brooklyn Dodgers.
 The Dodgers had Cy Young pitcher Don 
Newcombe (27-7), slugging Duke Snider’s 43 home 
runs and Jackie Robinson in his final season. In a 
sensational National League pennant race, Brooklyn 
was but one game better than Milwaukee and two 
games better than Cincinnati. The Braves boasted 
power from Hank Aaron (who hit .328 slugged .558), 
Joe Adcock (38 HR) and Eddie Mathews (37 HR), 
plus 20-game winner Warren Spahn, ERA leader 
Lew Burdette (19-10, 2.70) and Bob Buhl (18-8). 
Cincinnati, with Rookie of the Year Frank Robinson 
also slugging .558 and 38 HR, and with mashers Ted 
Kluszewski (.302-35-102) and Wally Post (36 HR) 
among six men who topped .500 slugging averages, 
tied the record with 221 home runs.
 The Yankees won the AL by nine games, but 
Cleveland challenged with three 20-game winners: 
Early Wynn, Bob Lemon and Herb Score. Chica-
go competed with with .316-hitting Minnie Minoso, 
102-RBI man Larry Doby and 20-game winner Billy 
Pierce. Boston offered Ted Williams (.345-24-109), 
Jackie Jensen (.315-20-87) and 19-game winner 
Tom Brewer. Detroit had 21-game winner Frank 
Lary, 20-game winner Billy Hoeft and a Murderer’s 
Row lineup with Al Kaline (.314-27-128), Charlie 
Maxwell (.326-28-87), Ray Boone (.308-25-81) and 
Harvey Kuenn (.332-12-88)

 The last year without a designated hitter 
ended in a thrilling seven-game World Series that 
inaugurated the Oakland A’s dynasty of three straight 
World Series champions. Besides the star-studded 
Series combatants from the A’s and Cincinnati’s 
Big Red Machine, this season featured a galaxy of 
superstars, many now in the Hall of Fame.
 Start with Oakland’s mound corps of Catfish 
Hunter (21-7, 2.04), Ken Holtzman (19-11, 2.51), 
Blue Moon Odom (15-6, 2.50) and closer Rollie 
Fingers (21 saves, 11 wins, 2.51 ERA), backed by 
slugger Reggie Jackson, Joe Rudi (.305-19-75) and 
Bert Campaneris’ AL-best 52 stolen bases. The Reds 
countered with MVP Johnny Bench (.270-45-125), 
Pete Rose (.307), Joe Morgan (16 HR, 58 SB) and 
Gary Nolan (15-5, 1.99).
 Both teams needed all five game to win their 
league championship series. Willie Stargell (.293-33-
112), five .300 hitters including Roberto Clemente 
and pitcher Steve Blass (19-8, 2.49) led Pittsburgh 
to 96 wins, more than any other team, and the NL 
East title. Detroit won the AL East with Al Kaline 
(.313) and Mickey Lolich (22 wins).
 The season’s brightest stars were elsewhere. 
Steve Carlton was 27-10, 1.97 with 310 Ks for a 
last-place Phillies team that won a mere 59 games. 
Gaylord Perry won 24 with a 1.92 ERA, 29 complete 
games and 234 Ks for 72-win Cleveland. They both 
won Cy Young awards. Chicago’s Dick Allen won 
the AL MVP after leading with 37 HR, .420 OBP 
and .603 slugging. Minnesota’s Rod Carew hit .318 
to win the AL batting title.
 Yankee Bobby Murcer led the AL with 314 
total bases. Boston’s Carlton Fisk was Rookie of the 
Year and the Red Sox’ Luis Tiant was 15-6, 1.91. 
San Francisco’s Willie Mays slammed 36 homers and 
swiped 40 bases.

in that pool to create the core of all teams with the likes of 
Ichiro Suzuki, Barry Bonds, Jeff Bagwell, Randy Johnson, Pedro 
Martinez and Roy Halladay. But with capped salary limits, your 
25-man roster might also need a Marlon Byrd, a Melky Cabrera 
or a Daisuke Matsuzaka, if not a Brad Ausmus or an Aaron Sele.
 Player salaries are determined by the quality of their cards.
 Will you pay dearly to play it safe with can’t-miss sluggers 
such as Albert Pujols, Ryan Howard and Alex Rodriguez? Or do 
you pay less to gamble that you get Josh Hamilton’s 130-RBI, .901 
OPS MVP season in 2008 instead of his 10-HR, 54-RBI, .741 OPS 
season in 2009?
 As unhittable as Roger Clemens was in 2005, will you pay 
up only to get his “meh” 2000 season? The gamble gets more 
exciting if you are betting on Eric Gagne’s historic 2003 (55 saves, 
1.20 ERA, 0.69 WHIP) against the possibility of the 2008 Gagne 
with a 5.44 ERA and 1.468 WHIP. 
Or will you figuratively roll the dice on Zack Greinke’s Cy Young 

season in 2009, risking the acquisition of the 2005 Greinke who 
was 5-17, 5.80?
 Making it more intriguing, the season you ended up with will 
not be revealed until after the season. Was that man’s long slump 
the result of the competition, bad luck or a bad card? How long 
will you stick with him as the cleanup hitter? How many rotation 
starts or closer opportunities will you tolerate?
 Either way, you will have the excitement of managing the 
likes of Adrian Beltre, Nomar Garciaparra, Ken Griffey Jr, Mariano 
Rivera, Kevin Brown and Curt Schilling – among many, many more 
who were the best the 2000s had to offer.
 New leagues – with friends or strangers – are forming all 
the time. For more details on how to get involved, visit 365.strat-
o-matic.com or download the Strat-O-Matic 365 app for iPhone, 
iPad, or Android.

1 9 5 6 1 9 7 2

cont. from page 3
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Strat-O-Matic Salutes the 
Negro Leagues
3 New Windows Seasons Makes it 
28 Available

 

 

 Strat-O-Matic’s 60th Anniversary 
celebration arrives while the historic Negro 
Leagues are savoring its 100th anniversary 
last year and its milestone achievement of 
recognition by Major League Baseball that 
makes Negro League statistics official stats 
of MLB.
 Strat-O-Matic donated 10 percent of 
its 2020 revenue from its Negro Leagues 
products to the Negro Leagues Baseball 
Museum in Kansas City “to further the 
legacy of this truly amazing organization 
that is essential to both civil rights and 
sports history,” SOM founder Hal Richman 
declared. Richman has announced that the 
donation program will continue throughout 
2021. The amount to be contributed could 
be larger this year, with the release of three 
more Negro League seasons for the SOM 
Windows game.
 The 1918, 1928 and 1943 seasons, 
the work of a team led by Len Durrant, 
makes it 28 Blackball seasons in the Strat-
O-Matic library, including several before 
the official formation of the Negro Leagues 
in 1920.  These are in addition to the 
the popular Negro League Stars card/
Windows set. Fans of that set will recognize 
many of those excellent players in the new 
season releases.

1918 Negro League Season Roster
 World War I and the Spanish Flu 
pandemic cost many lives this summer, 
including ballplayers from every Negro 
League steam, but six teams with a star-
studded group that includes 10 Hall of 
Famers and 15 others from Strat-O-Matic’s 
Negro League Stars set completed a season 

that Strat-O-Matic has adjusted to a 130-
game schedule with the corresponding stats 
below.
 The Chicago American Giants (80-
50) were the class of the group, led by 
22-game winner Dick Whitworth, .316 
hitter Leroy Grant and the league’s top run 
scorer, Pete Hill. 
 The great Oscar Charleston (.342) 
and 20-game winners Jim Jeffries and String 
Bean Williams led Indianapolis’ 71-win 
season. New York had the batting champ 
in Zack Pettus (.347) and the league’s best 
pitcher, Smokey Joe Williams (21-9, 1.75 
and the strikeout king). Brooklyn boasted 
Pop Lloyd (.313), top base stealer Johnny 
Pugh (51) and pitchers Dick Redding 
(1.73 ERA) and John Donaldson (1.78 
ERA). Other superstars included Havana’s 
Cristobal Torriente (.332) and Atlantic 
City’s Louis Santop (.332) and Dick Lundy 
(.300).

1928 Negro League Season Roster
 The 1928 Negro Leagues were talent-
rich, with the gaudy numbers to show for it 
with Strat-O-Matic’s method of calculating 
the league as a 156-game schedule for the 
eight teams. 
 Baltimore’s Jud Wilson (.379) and 
Rap Dixon (.366) were 1-2 among 33 .300 
hitters. Baltimore’s Corner Pocket Yokely 
and St. Louis’ Ted Trent each won 25 
games to top 15 20-game winners. Detroit’s  
Turkey Stearnes (36) and Homestead’s 
Martin Dihigo (34) were the top home-run 
sluggers. Wilson, Dixon, Philadelphia’s 
Oscar Charleston and New York’s Tubby 
Scales all topped 1.000 OPS. Birmingham’s 

fire-balling Satchel Paige led all pitchers in 
strikeouts. 
 Students of baseball history will 
recognize some of the names above as 
among the 17 Hall of Famers in this season. 
Veterans of Strat-O-Matic’s Negro League 
Stars set will find 45 of them active in 1928.  

1943 Negro League Season Roster
 War and player raids by the 
Mexican League depleted Negro League 
rosters, creating wide disparity between the 
top teams and the bottom-feeders. But the 
American division was highly competitive 
with Kansas City, Cleveland, Chicago and 
Birmingham battling closely to the end.
 In the National, Homestead cruised 
to 104 wins in stats adjusted to a 154-
game schedule. The Grays did so with the 
league’s premier slugger, Josh Gibson, who 
led in home runs, RBI, slugging, on-base 
percentage and a 1.026 OPS. Homestead 
boasted four 20-game winners: Ray Brown 
and the splendidly nicknamed Spoon 
Carter, Wild Man Walker and Needle 
Nose Wright.
 The legendary Satchel Paige (20-
13) led the league in strikeouts yet again. 
Teammate Willard Brown had a .939 OPS. 
Other highly recognizable stars, among 14 
future Hall of Famers and 18 others in Strat-
O-Matic’s Negro Stars set were Newark’s 
Larry Doby, Homestead’s Buck Leonard 
and pitchers Rosey Davis (21-12, 1.88) of 
Cincinnati and Baltimore’s Billy Byrd.

BEST TEAM W-L* HOFers NEGRO LEAGUE STARS AWESOME
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Partnerships Spread SOM’s Renown 

Do Amazing Things 
with SOM’s Apps

 
 
 Strat fans have been playing “What-If” with Strat-O-Matic 
Baseball and other sports for 60 years, so it is just a pleasure, not 
a pleasant surprise, to see how various What-If projects expand 
Strat-O-Matic’s profile on so many media platforms.
 In 2020, that meant partnerships with the Marquee Sports 
Network and the Chicago Cubs and another with La Vida Baseball, 
where Ozzie Guillen, the charismatic former big-league shortstop 
and manager found out how he might have fared in 10 at-bats 
each against Don Drysdale, Bob Gibson and Aroldis Chapman in 
their best seasons.
 Yet to come: New partnerships in 2021. The who and how 
will be revealed as the baseball season unfolds.
 Strat-O-Matic has been used often over the years on various 
major-media websites to simulate World Series, NBA seasons and 
more. The company has run its own expanded sims, the way it did 

last summer to give baseball fans something to follow while waiting 
for Major League action to begin. Dozens of celebrities including 
Drew Carey, Doug Glanville and Joe Posnanski have answered the 
call to compete against each other in Strat-O-Matic competitions. 
 The Marquee and La Vida partnerships are more extensive, 
with ongoing commitments.
 “The possibilities are endless with what we can simulate 
working with La Vida Baseball,” Strat-O-Matic President Adam 
Richman said as the Guillen video was airing on YouTube Dec. 11. 
“From ‘what-if’ player and game situations to imagined international 
tournaments and customized leagues, we look forward to tapping 
the creativity of La Vida’s personalities and fans to create content 
that they will enjoy.”
 To join the fun, keep watch at www.strat-o-matic.com for 
announcements, previews and viewing options. In the meantime, 
the site’s archives have links to past action. 

 Strat-O-Matic’s missions into the app 
universe have reached a new destination: 
For the first time, both the Draft 2 Teams 
app and the Predictor app will be ready to 
serve gamers on Major League Baseball’s 
Opening Day, scheduled for April 1.
 Strat-O-Matic has been increasing 
its app line steadily the past few years, 
beginning with the versatile Card Viewer 
app.
 For those beginning their own journey 
with Strat-O-Matic’s lineup of mobile apps, 
here are some details. All the apps are 
available in the Apple App and Google 
Play stores. All can be played for free and 
all have purchase options for full features. 
For pricing options, visit www.strat-o-matic.
com. 

DRAFT 2 TEAMS
 Combine the thrill of opening packs 
of baseball cards with the excitement of 
playing Strat-O-Matic. 
 Play for free with a starter pack of 25 
Strat-O-Matic cards (with enough pitchers 
and batters to assemble a full team) or make 
in-app purchases to improve your team(s).
 Along the way, you will gain 

experience points for playing, and especially 
for winning. That is how you acquire virtual 
currency to be used to purchase higher-level 
packs that are more likely to contain star 
players. Gamers also can acquire better 
players by wagering their players against 
their opponent’s players. Gamers can gain 
even more virtual currency by persuading 
friends to join and play.
 Draft 2 Teams involves current-
season players in Strat-O-Matic’s Baseball 
Daily format. That is, if you have, say, Bryce 
Harper, his card will change after each 
game he plays that season in real Major 
League Baseball. 
 As you gain experience, you also 
can become eligible to acquire Hall of Fame 
players in special Hall of Fame card packs. 
These are the basics of Draft 2 Teams:
• Build a team. This begins with your 25-
man starter pack. As you gain experience, 
you are given access to higher and higher 
levels of packs with higher-caliber players.
• Buy virtual currency with in-app 
purchases, which can be redeemed for 
player packs. Or acquire virtual currency 
just by playing. The more often you play, 
the more experience points (XP) you gain. 

The more often you win, the more virtual 
currency you acquire. 
• There are six quality levels of player packs: 
Level 1, Level 2, Level 3, Gold, Platinum 
and Diamond. Initially, you are restricted 
to purchasing certain levels of packs. The 
higher levels have better players. As you 
acquire ever-more XP, higher-level packs 
become available for purchase.
• Your player cards are stored in your 
Library, from which you assemble a team 
to play against other users. There is also 
an option for a user to ‘Auto draft’ the best 
available team from the available cards.
• The “game” is actually a draft, followed 
by an auto-played 162-game season. A 
game will take about 10 minutes. Both 
opponents contribute their 25-player teams 
to the draft pool, then match drafting skill, 
one pick at a time. There is a time limit to 
make each pick, typically 30 seconds. If 
the players you value already have been 
drafted, you can complete your team via 
auto-draft, which will give you the players 
needed to fill out your roster, ranked by 
highest Wins Above Replacement (WAR).

cont. on next page 
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• Before the draft, you are given the option 
of wagering your pack. If your opponent 
accepts that challenge and your drafted 
team wins, you will win your opponent’s 
pack (and a reward of coins). If you lose, 
your cards will be transferred to your 
opponent. In either case, you will earn XP 
for each completed game. 
(If you already own a player you win in a 
wager, then you will have dupes, just like 
collecting baseball cards. And, just like 
baseball cards, a dupe can be valuable – 
in this case, build a team of dupes to wager 
for players you don’t already own.)
• When the draft is complete, your lineup 
and pitching rotations will be set. You’ll 
have 60 seconds to alter them. Then, the 
program runs a simulation of 162 games, 
typically in just a few minutes.
• The app hosts a robust chat platform, 
allowing Strat-O-Matic users to trash talk, 
share media, and invite each other to play 
games.
• As you level up within the game, you 
will be awarded badges indicating your 
progress and status within the app. These 
do not affect your player capabilities, but 
earning more XP allows you to purchase 
higher tiers of card packs. Earning extra 
XP will elevate your status in the community 
and others will want to challenge you – 
which will give you even more XP.

PREDICTOR
 Foresee the Future for Fantasy 
Baseball Stats
 While no forecaster can predict the 
future with certainty, Strat-O-Matic offers 
the next best thing: Its app for daily baseball 
fantasy performance.
 Comparisons have shown that Strat-
O-Matic’s Baseball DFS Predictor app were 
about 8-9 percent more accurate than 
competing sources.
 The Predictor forecasts game-by 
game fantasy stats for any player based on 
stat projections adjusted by ballpark and 
opponent. Then the Predictor runs thousands 
of games in the background with the time-
honored Strat-O-Matic game engine. 
 Players’ projected fantasy points are 
displayed based on preset point structures 
from major DFS websites or your own 
customized settings. The app also will show 
you the percentage chance your player 
will hit various fantasy-point milestones 
(or fantasy-point targets). Easily compare 
players side by side to make your ideal 
lineup choices. 

CARD VIEWER
Look Here: Every Card from Every Strat-O-
Matic Season – Ever!
 Travel Memory Lane, research 
baseball history, settle arguments or do your 

homework before you buy a Strat-O-Matic 
card set with the amazing, all-purpose Card 
Viewer app.
 Card Viewer even hosts a game: Its 
Batter Vs. Pitcher function lets you use the 
Strat-O-Matic simulation engine to play any 
batter against any pitcher from 1981 to 
today.
 Card Viewer allows you to easily 
find and view any player - Ever! That’s over 
100 thousand cards and growing! With 
Card Viewer, you will always have the most 
up to date cards to play with, including the 
recently released daily card sets, updated 
every day during the season.
 Drill down in ‘Browse’ to find teams 
or players throughout history and save them 
to your shortlist of favorites for continual 
reference. Use the powerful ‘Search’ 
feature to find the players who match the 
criteria you select.
 Search easily by last or first name, 
player type, team, and year. Or tell 
Card Viewer to find the types of players 
throughout history to add to your teams, 
by filtering by any stat on the player card. 
Want to find Pitchers with > 100 Strike outs, 
and 20 Wins? No problem! Want to find 
batter with over a .400 batting average, 
and 300 at bats? With Card Viewer, you 
can explore Baseball history like never 
before.

 

 
Besides the possibility of a full season that 
begins on time, there is another reason to 
look forward to April 1 as the opening of 
the Major League season – Strat-O-Matic’s 
dynamic Baseball Daily game, available for 
play in Windows, Baseball 365 and in the 
Draft 2 Teams mobile app.
 Baseball Daily, about to begin its 
sixth season, is the current-season game 
that gives you a new card set every day of 
the season, updating each player after his 
previous day’s Major League action.
 Each player begins with a card 
heavily influenced by his prior season or, 
in the case of rookies, statistical projections. 

As he plays each Major League game, the 
stats his card is based on change. As the 
season advances, the current stats take on 
greater weight in determining the next day’s 
card, until, by September, the card is almost 
completely based on the current year.
 This combines two attractions: The 
Strat-O-Matic game engine and fantasy 
baseball, where anticipating a player’s 
improvement or decline is vital. You can 
play Baseball Daily with stock teams or 
drafted teams, but either way you will be 
deciding roster moves, lineups and pitching 
assignments based on your evaluation of 
each player’s real current season. Do you 
think his hot streak is about to chill due to 
competition, ballparks and injury? Or do 
you go with the hot hand?
 Baseball Daily is a great way to test 
your acumen for player-evaluation and 
his usage. Is that pitcher better cast as a 
reliever? Is that batter killing his real team 

by batting leadoff? You get to play Strat-
O-Matic while thinking along with the real 
managers and general managers.
 If your game play can’t keep up with 
the relentless Major League schedule for six 
months, no worries – you can begin your 
Baseball Daily season at any point before 
the real season ends. 
 Many gamers have said that, even 
without playing Baseball Daily faithfully, 
they get a thrill out of seeing player cards 
evolve. A slugger goes on a tear and watch 
his card morph into one with more home 
runs. A pitcher shows extraordinary control 
and watch those walks disappear. Players 
with breakout seasons become superstars 
before your eyes. Streaky players become 
Jekyll and Hyde.
 Don’t miss out: You will need the 
Baseball 2021 Windows game to play 
along this year.

A New Card Set 
Every Day in 
Baseball Daily

cont. from previous page 
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 It’s time to fill out your Windows lineup with the most 
complete versions of Strat-O-Matic’s Hall of Fame roster and its 
Career Historical rosters.
 SOM’s most popular specialty set, the Hall of Fame roster, 
features every player inducted. That was 269 players before any 
new members to be announced Jan. 26. Those players will be 
included, too, bringing your roster completely up to date. 
 The Hall of Fame players can be combined in any way that 
suits your imagination. Create teams by era, by franchise or use the 
game-ready teams on the Windows roster. You no longer have to 

imagine Walter Johnson, Lefty Grove and Pedro Martinez pitching 
against Willie Mays, Mickey Mantle and Ted Williams. The real 
world lost such greats as Bob Gibson and Al Kaline in 2020, but 
they will live well for you on your field of dreams.
 While the HOF roster is limited to those enshrined, with 
ratings based on their best seven seasons, the Career Historical 
roster has every player in MLB history, based on the stats compiled 
for their entire careers. Almost 20,000 players include the 261 
who debuted in 2020 and are divided into pools representing the 
era their MLB careers began.
 Gamers who have experienced the joys of the Career 
Historical rosters have shown great imagination in how they 
combine players. Some use Draft-O-Matic to assemble great teams. 
Some build franchise teams to fit the era of gamers’ youth. Some 
create teams to match a favorite Topps card set, then import the 
card images to display while the games are played.
 The possibilities for fun are limitless. The sooner you get 
started, the more thrills you will have.

 When you play with Strat-O-Matic’s recently released Pro 
Basketball set, you will be re-living some historic achievements 
from the 2019-20 NBA season.
 Start with LeBron James, staking a claim to be the greatest 
player in NBA history by leading a third franchise to the NBA 
championship. Just as he had done in Miami and Cleveland, James 
lifted a mediocre team to new heights. A year earlier, the Los 
Angeles Lakers had a losing record. But after adding James and 
superstar big man Anthony Davis, LA had the best record in the 
West, then crushed four teams in the post-season to claim its first 
title in 10 years.
 Continue with repeat MVP Giannis Antetokounmpo, 
an accomplishment not exceeded since Bill Russell and Wilt 
Chamberlain each won three in a row in the 1960s. “The Greek 
Freak” averaged 26.3 points, 11.3 rebounds and 5.6 assists and 
his Milwaukee Bucks had the best regular-season record.
 Most teams were firing squads. Eleven played better than 
.600 ball in a league where the team averages were about 112 
points per game while shooting a record 34 three-point attempts 
per game. Only two teams qualified for the playoffs without scoring 
at least 110 points per game.

 As the best team in the West with a .732 winning percentage, 
the Lakers’ appearance in the finals was no surprise. Post-season in 
the East was another story. With forward Jimmy Butler averaging 
22 points to lead six double-figure scorers, the fifth-seeded Miami 
Heat caught fire in the post-season, going 12-3 in upsets of fourth-
seeded Indiana, third-seeded Boston and top-seeded Milwaukee 
before losing in six games to LA.
 There’s more: Houston’s James Harden led all scorers at 
34.3 points per game. Rookie of the Year Ja Morant of Memphis 
averaged 17.8 points and 7.3 assists. Last year’s top rookie, Dallas’ 
Luca Doncic, upped his game dramatically with MVP-quality 
numbers: 28.8 points, 9.4 rebounds, 8.8 assists.
 You can get in the game with these great cards or Windows 
rosters.
 To play on computer, you will need Strat-O-Matic’s Basketball 
2020. You will be rewarded with the game’s new features that 
keep pace with the ever-evolving NBA.
 New settings to increase 3-point shots and run more efficient 
fast breaks with versatile big men will add excitement as well as 
realism. So will a new setting to scale player and team stats to 
seasons of different lengths – ideal for adjusting shortened seasons 
such as the 2019-20 NBA, or creating your own, shorter custom 
leagues.

The Latest and Greatest
Updated Hall of Fame, Career 
Historical Rosters Have All the Players

2019-20 Pro Basketball
The King Rules Again
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How many chances do you get to show off old-school wisdom 
while sporting the latest fashion? You can this year with 

Strat-O-Matic’s new apparel.
This year’s new t-shirt and SOM Alpha Hat complete your look.
While you are at it, don’t overlook the chance to outfit your 
new cards with Strat-O-Matic’s limited-edition Classic Red 

Baseball Game Box. Though that classic design will never go 
out of style, the chance to get one (or more, but limited to 

five per customer) will not last.

DRESS WITH STRAT-O SAVVY


